
iPad is NBA’s New Best Friend  

NBA teams use the tablets to improve scouting, player development.  

by Kyle Stack / @KyleStack 

When the iPad was unveiled by Apple in January 2010, skeptical consumers viewed the tablet as  

more luxury than necessity. NBA teams are finding that it works the opposite way – so much so that  

the iPad is becoming the go-to device for game preparation and player scouting and development  

around the League.  

While many teams still use PCs and laptops to view their statistical analysis, game reports and player  

evaluations, players, coaches and front office personnel are discovering the portability of iPads is  

speeding up the flow of team-wide communication like never before.  

“We use it for everything. We put our whole playbook and rulebook on it,” said Washington Wizards  

assistant coach Ryan Saunders, whose father, head coach Flip Saunders, unofficially made the team  



the first known NBA franchise to use iPads for team operations. “Our whole calender is mapped out.  

Guys can know when buses are leaving, when planes are leaving.”  

Of course, the Wizards, as with other NBA teams who spoke with SLAMonline  about their iPad  

usage, have found benefits that reach well beyond notifying players of the team’s travel schedule.  

NBA teams’ iPad usage 

The Minnesota Timberwolves use iPads to maximize a player’s preparation for an upcoming game.  

“We found that with such a young group [of players], a lot of times we like to give them an expanded  

edit of opposing teams on their iPads,” said Adam Johansen, video coordinator for the Wolves.  

Johansen explained that the team doesn’t have an optimal amount of one-on-one time with each  

player during the season, specifically during road trips or hectic parts of the schedule, such as when  

they play four games in five nights. His ability to provide edits that expose opposing players’  

tendencies, strengths and weaknesses isn’t unlike what used to be available for players on their  

laptops. The difference is that the iPad, with its lighter frame and focus on movies, apps and Internet  

surfing, is a player’s best friend on the road. “A lot of times guys can wake up, or on the airplane they  

can open their iPad, and see what’s coming up next in terms of personnel,” Johansen said.  

Wizards forward Javale McGee called the iPad “kind of handy” in its ability to display videos of plays  

and scouting reports of various teams. His teammate, guard John Wall, also praised its convenience.  

“I like it a lot. You can just use your iPad [for scouting reports] instead of bringing in a heavy  

computer,” he said. “You can look at highlights, get [the team] to send you film of how you played. I  

use it pretty often.” Wall did point out that much of the time he will use his laptop for video scouting  

because of its larger screen.  



Not all players warm up to iPads, or any other tech device, for scouting. John Cho, the video  

coordinator for the Houston Rockets, said players fall into one of two categories for how they’ll learn  

all the information team personnel have at their disposal. “A lot of people use written diagrams, and  

then there are people that learn visually,” Cho said.  

When asked if ex-Rocket forward Shane Battier was one of the  

players who embraced scouting on iPads, Cho revealed that the player well known for his scouting  

tendencies used an iPad during an early season shooting slump to run through all his attempted field  

goals. “That was the only time he watched a video,” Cho said of Battier, who was traded to the  

Memphis Grizzlies just before the February trade deadline.  

Battier was reliant on paper scouting reports provided by the Rockets’ statistical analysis department.  

Cho said Battier’s aversion to video and preference for hard copy material is owed to the 32-year-old’s  

decade-long tenure in the NBA. Some players who are more experienced feel as though they’ve seen  

every kind of defensive and offensive scheme, according to Cho. Perhaps that makes it unsurprising  



he mentioned 23-year-old, second-year forward Terrence Williams being one player who digests as  

many iPad-enabled scouting reports as he can handle.  

Cho acknowledged roughly a quarter of the team’s players don’t use any scouting material that’s  

provided by the team, whether it’s in video- or paper-form. But the ones who use video are impressed  

by iPads. “They think it’s amazing that you can give them all their minutes from the last 20 games and  

have it ready for them in less than an hour, and put it on an iPad,” Cho said.  

Yet the Rockets have only two iPads – one allocated to basketball operations and the other to the  

development side. That means players have to share the tablet borrowed to them by Cho and his two  

assistants. (One full-time intern performs the primary breakdown of games while the other assistant  

customizes edits to show opposing players’ tendencies, how guys score points and a percentage  

breakdown from where each team’s points are derived.) Given that Cho estimated 80 percent of the  

team’s players have iPads for personal use, he said he thinks it would be beneficial for each player to  

have one for team use, as well. That way, they could receive personalized edits displaying all their  

playing time and the players they match up against.  

The Wizards took that approach by giving each player an iPad to start the ‘10-11 season. The shift to  

technology began in the ‘09-10 campaign, when newly hired Flip Saunders provided each player with  

an iPod Touch on which to view playbook information and other team-related material. Ryan Saunders  

called that information an abbreviated version of what the team now has on iPads. They went fully  

paperless this season with the introduction of the tablets.  

“We’re a team that’s going [toward] technology,” said the younger Saunders. “The League is moving  

that way.” He explained the iPads offer a more convenient alternative to players than heavier  



playbooks. They already use iPads for music and other activities, so the team thought providing  

scouting and development information on that medium was the most efficient way to reach them.  

The Wizards aren’t planning to upgrade to the iPad 2, but players are held financially responsible for  

the device, which ranges in cost from $399-$729, per Apple’s recent $100 reduction in the original  

models following the iPad 2′s March release. If a player loses an iPad, a “hefty” fine is issued to him,  

according to Ryan Saunders.  

The Timberwolves are another team that has given each player an iPad, no matter whether the player  

previously had one. Johansen said the motivation for an upgrade was due in large part to cost. Rather  

than issue a player a $2,000-plus Macbook laptop, they purchased the $500 16-gigabyte iPads and  

found it provided at least the same value to the player, if not more due to its lighter weight. And he  

said that every player uses it, to varying degrees. As with the Rockets and Wizards, scouting reports  

are prioritized.  

“Most of these players all have very specified tendencies,” Johansen said. “They do certain things  

going to their right or left, certain guys use shot fakes, others use step-backs, certain guards can post,  

others can’t, certain bigs face up, others are offensive rebounders. All these guys have themes to  



them. It’s our job to let our players know, in an efficient way, what their tendencies are.”  

 

Johansen cited Yugoslavian center Nikola Pekovic as an example. Pekovic is a rookie despite being a  

2008 first-round draft pick of the ‘Wolves, and the 25-year-old has needed help familiarizing himself  

with the NBA crowd since the beginning of the season. “He’s new to this [league],” Johansen said.  

“Unless it’s a big-time player, he doesn’t have an idea who some of the role players are.” His yearning  

to catch up on the talent assembled on each team has made him one of the most dedicated members  

of the team at viewing reports on his iPad, according to Johansen. “If he has an edit on there for him,  

he’ll watch it.”  

New Orleans Hornets guard Chris Paul always has his iPad to review game reports, according to  

Dennis Rogers, the Hornets’ Director of Basketball Communications. Rogers said 20-30 iPads are  

issued by the team for the basketball operations staff, some of which make it down to the players.  



Their video coordination department readies each night’s game on iPads after its conclusion, before  

players leave the locker room.  

“As an organization, we try to use what’s best out there,” Rogers said. “We look at costs, but we’re  

trying to improve and make things more efficient.”  

NBA teams have felt liberated to use iPads for scouting and player development to the degree that  

they incorporate it during games – on the bench. NBA spokesman Tim Frank explained in an email  

message that a memo sent to teams in January informed them it is permissible to use laptops and  

tablets on the first two rows of the bench “for the purpose of accessing, using or presenting statistical  

and scouting information to players or coaches during games,” as Frank wrote. Scouting information  

may include video or photographs of previous games but not the game in progress. Laptops and  

tablets, among other electronic devices, also cannot be used for team personnel to communicate with  

each other.  

Hawks set up college rating system 

With all the value teams have found in using iPads to scout other teams and players in the League,  

another squad has discovered how efficiently it can evaluate future NBAers.  

The Atlanta Hawks set up a player rating system on their iPads for collegiate players, pre-ranking  

them and updating the lists consistently throughout the past college season and heading into pre-Draft  

workouts. “That’s one of the features that’s helped me most,” said Hawks Director of Basketball  

Operations Mike McNeive, of how the tablet has made his job more efficient. The seven front office  

personnel who have been issued iPads – McNeive, general manager Rick Sund, assistant general  

manager T. Scott Wilkinson, two American-based scouts and two European-based scouts – can  

communicate easier to discuss the rating system.  



By this summer, McNeive said the Hawks will develop an application in which the collegiate rating  

system will be imported along with NBA player information for full scouting reports, including video, on  

every NBA player and every relevant collegiate player. “This iPad is going to be perfect for that,” he  

said.  

McNeive, who said the Hawks have made a $3,000-$4,000 commitment to iPads and related  

expenses, gave an example of how the tablets have made scouting college players a far more  

efficient process.  

A scout on the West Coast was tracking a player in January and early February who had been rising  

up the draft charts to a solid second-round, and possible first-round, pick. The scout returned to his  

hotel room from one of the player’s games in order to file a report that McNeive said he received much  

quicker than through the Dell laptops and Blackberries the Hawks’ front office staff had previously  

used.  

“He was in a hotel room someplace in the middle of nowhere, and ended up pulling up the video [of  

the college player],” McNeive said. “We liked him a lot. I’m not gonna say we were the first guys to lay  

a pair of eyes on him, but you never used to be able to do that. It was always a situation where you  

had to wait four or five days until you got back to the office and had the video guy send you some  

DVDs of the time. And you hoped you were able to find a game or two where it’s on TV. This way, I  

just literally sat down, pulled him up and watched a 20-minute clip on him. It’s so much easier to think  

outside the box and prepare notes and stay motivated in terms of getting and sharing ideas.”  

McNeive pointed out the rule that permits NBA teams to use laptops and tablets on the bench has  

shifted the device from being player-friendly toward one that coaches can utilize. He stated a desire to  



use them for the Playoffs and the Draft in late June, but explained teams need a full offseason to  

evaluate what value they can extract from iPads.  

“I think over the summer, when people have time to sit down and write applications, can customize it  

for their needs, I think next year the majority of teams will use it in some form,” McNeive said.  

Of the 25 other teams contacted about iPad use – the Wizards, Timberwolves, Hawks, Hornets and  

Rockets represent the remaining five – five confirmed they use iPads for scouting and player  

development purposes. Six other teams said they would consider using the devices for next season  

and one club said it wouldn’t consider using iPads next season. (The latter team sarcastically  

responded, “Laptops work, too.”) Five more teams declined to make a choice of whether they would  

likely use, consider using or not consider using an iPad for scouting and player development purposes  

beginning next season.  

Software companies provide video, statistical analysis 

There may very well be far more teams who use iPads than what was admitted to SLAMonline .  

For instance, XOS Digital, a software development firm co-headquarted in Orlando and Boston, works  

with 11 NBA teams on a number of products. Most notable among those products is XOS Thunder, a  

four-part editing and scouting tool that includes the Playtools diagram program. Also used in the NFL,  

Playtools enables teams to compile video playbooks, said Blaine Patterson, the basketball marketing  

specialist for XOS Digital.  



“The idea is it being a replacement for paper  

playbooks where a coach, from his Thunder machine, can draw up all the plays, organize them into  

what we call binders, which are just groups of plays, upload them to a secure server and then each  

player can have his individual log-in,” Patterson said. “He can log in to his iPad and immediately view  

the plays the coaches have drawn.”  

With the Thunder system’s ability to play back video for scouting purposes, XOS Digital recently  

updated the system so that video can be run in HD. Patterson, himself a former college basketball  

coach at the men’s and women’s levels, said the first benefit to coaches viewing video in high-defition  

versus standard-definition is the more noticeable appearance of a player’s number. The ability to see  

how plays form, how many fingers a player holds up to call a play and what hand signals he uses is  

enhanced by hi-def. And the iPad 2′s new inclusion of an HDMI output means teams can bring up  

Thunder on their iPad and connect the device to a projector, enabling them to view edits in hi-def on a  

larger screen.  

John Cho of the Rockets mentioned his excitement at another XOS Digital product – a remote logging  

tool. Patterson explained the system, which is available on laptops and which he and XOS are trying  

to add for iPad use, allows teams to insert a timeline of the play calls they make each game and input  

that into a video. This way, teams can view videos of past games with the specific call they made for  



each possession overlaid on it, perhaps speeding up a team’s ability during a timeout to discover a  

play from a past game that could work for the one in-progress.  

Being able to overlay the text of a play call and timestamping it into a video so that teams can quickly  

see all plays each team is running is a feature that the Timberwolves’ Adam Johansen singled out. He  

said a disconnect between available scouting software and what could be inserted onto iPads meant  

that overlaying text onto a video was time prohibitive. “You basically need time to do something like  

[convert text overlay onto video for an iPad] whereas time is not always something we’re afforded,”  

said Johansen, who noted players could benefit from text-enabled teaching points, like showing on a  

pick-and-roll or practicing good ball movement.  

That kind of specific information is often quickly put together by NBA video coordinators using  

software from another company which offers video analysis solutions to NBA teams. SportsTec Inc.,  

located in Camarillo, Calif., serves 18 NBA teams with products such as SportsCode and Coda. The  

programs allow teams to gather statistical information and video highlights and present them in for  

review during halftime of games.  

“That’s pretty standard in the NBA, where after the first half you log in all the content at halftime,” said  

Anwar McQueen, Vice President of Sales at SportsTec.  

McQueen explained iPad demand is growing as coaches realize it’s an ideal conduit through which to  

relate information to players. “It’s a way for the coaches to get the message they want to the players,”  

he said.  

The Hawks’ Mike McNeive stated a slow acceptance of iPads from the team’s coaching staff also  

helped drive their iPad-related efforts toward college scouting. That aligns with his thought that teams  



need another offseason to work with iPads so as to understand the its benefits.  

 

Garrick Barr said coaches are already enthusiastic to tap the potential of iPads. Barr, a former  

Phoenix Suns video coordinator, is Founder and CEO of Phoenix-based Synergy Sports Technology,  

an online statistical and video analysis service to which 29 of the NBA’s 30 teams are subscribed.  

Coaches can visit the site to review any NBA player and find practically any kind of split stat of him  

imaginable – how many times he turns to his right to shoot a jump hook on either side of the basket,  

how often he drives to his left when at the top of the key…all of it accompanied by video shots of the  

player in that specific situation.  

The system is one which Cho uses religiously. He said that if Terrence Williams wants to see Shane  

Battier’s last 100 defensive stops, he can make that available by going to Synergy’s website, where  

the company’s staff edits and posts all the video, rather than team video coordinators doing it.  

“It used to take us hours and hours and hours of going through a game and picking [Battier's] good  

defensive clips,” Cho said. Now, they can log onto Synergy’s website, go to Battier’s profile (or that of  

any other player) and find his forced turnovers.  

While teams can visit Synergy through their iPad, they haven’t been able to view video on the site  

through the device. That’s about to change, Barr said. “The next step that Synergy is taking – we’re  



building it right now – is an HTML5 video player so that you will be able to also play the video on the  

iPad,” said Barr, who hopes that system will be released by the NBA Draft.  

And that would help Cho, who said that he would download the Windows Media files off of Synergy’s  

website and use third-party software to convert it to an iPad. Even though that process takes Cho and  

his staff 25-30 minutes, Synergy’s emergence toward iPad-enabled video should make it more  

efficient for a video coordinator to collect edits for players.  

Patterson said video coordinators have been asking XOS Digital for HD-quality editing systems, which  

they’ve provided with Thunder. A complement program to that, XOS Lightning, will also enable  

basketball video coordinators to wirelessly provide video highlights to their players.  

Already available on football, Lightning’s basketball product will give video coordinators the ability to  

create edits and publish them to the Web. Players can then log in and watch edits; college ballers  

wouldn’t have to shuffle during the dead of winter from their dorm room to the basketball facility just to  

watch video. The same would go with NBA players. They could watch video clips from their hotel  

room, charter flight – anywhere. And if a player is traded, the video coordinator can set an expiration  

date on the video so that players can’t take the valuable team information with them to another club.  

Some of those tools are already available from SportsTec. McQueen wrote in an email answer to a  

follow-up question that SportsTec’s software lets users export edited video content via the Web or to  

drag and drop onto an iPad, for a player’s viewing pleasure during a flight from one city to the next.  

Scouting information and player development in the NBA has become sophisticated to the degree that  

many team personnel feel as if the tipping point from paper to technology has already occurred.  



McNeive summed it up most clearly when asked what his preparation ritual is for when he scouts  

games.  

“It’s gotten to the point where I don’t even bring a pen and a paper to the game anymore,” he said. “I  

just make sure my iPad is charged 100 percent.”  

 


